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Sam Weller as a solution to its instability. An imbalance

WHERE IS ]ANE EYRE?

of

forces

find Brontd elaborating

required a character who might bring them toward equilibrium.
Characters in Jane Eyre also emerge out of irnbalance (a rebellious
extreme or an extreme of tranquility), but with the complex exception
o{ Rochester, they reveal themselves as false solutions. Helen Burns's
perfect obedience becomes death-affirming, and Bertha's fire and
feeling erupt as lawless destructive passions. The narrative mor/es
forward by leaving these secondary eharacters behind, but only after
they have left traces on Jane herself.
During her stay in the red-room, Jane consoles herself with images
of retribution. Her uncle, "harassed by the wrongs of his sister's child"
(ch, rz), will rise from the grave in moral outrage and rally to her side.
But this fantasy, "consolatory in theory," becomes alarming as it
unfolds. The thought o( a spirit standing before her, however chivalrous, horrifies ]ane, and when she thinks that she sees its arrival,
she screams in terror. The incident {urnishes a paradigm o{ the
novel's imaginative movement: the pressure of Jane's situation
summons forth a character (here an imaginary spectre) and that
character then exacts new denlands, poses new problems or incites
new terrors.

pattern that had first appeared in Angria.

I an e

process into hypostatized categories. To identify characters with regions of Jane's personality obscures the extent to which her personality
is narrativized. Jane Eyre is not merely a character moving through a
plot; her character is itself plotted. As our consideration o[ Lucy Snowe

suggested, Bront6's heroines - unlike, for instance, the heroines o[
Austen, Dickens, or George Eliot - exist as no prior concatenation of
traits. Traits are what the plot gives them, and the reader cannot simply
abstract a Lucy or a Jane and then look about {or a d<luble. There is no
fixed outline to mirror. Bertha reflects |ane only at certain angles and at
certain times. If as various critics have clairned, St John Rivers is ]ane's

super-ego, then one must explain why her super-ego is so slow to
appear, and so quick to disappear. It is more illuminating, I think, to
regard such characters/ not as parts of, or doubies for, Jane, but as
phases, temporary and extreme manifestations. Perhaps we can end
the debate as to whether these secondary characters are Jane's reflections or her rivals. Since Jane's position changes as the plot changes,
Bertha and Rivers appear first as reflections and later as alternatives.
These characters radiate from the novel's central self, as emotion$
externalized, dispositions personalized, and then the central self reacts

The movement of the plot, then, obeys a peculiar rhythm: an
extreme possibility in Jane's current situation will enter the novel in
the {orm of a new character, a character with its own singularities and
contradictions, from whom Jane will have to rnaintain a safe distance.
Perhaps the most telling example occurs in relation to St John Rivers.
In her recoiling from Rochester's attempted bigamy, fane appeals to
God and to "laws and principles" (ch. z7). Rivers is the severe personalization of this appeal, but, as has happened before, Jane comes to flee
(rom the very possibility she had a(firmed. No one could provide a
more devoted instance of larv and principle than Rivers, but his very
fidelity to |ane's earlier desire creates the difliculty. He satisfies too
well the strictures of conscience. |ane had yearned for God and
conironts spiritual intolerance; she had sought firm principle and finds
"an austere and despotic nature," a "cool, inflexible judgment" (ch.
34). fane's position thus generates one possibility after another, one
possibility in response to another, 'I'he novel becomes a series ot
negations: no to her own rebelliousrless, nc, to l-lelen's self-tlcnial, no
to Bertha's passionate license, no to llivc.rs's colcl moral rigor --no, that
is, to a successiorl of trlternatives which Janer hersclf hacl dernanded. We

a

possibility, embodies that possibility in extreme [orm,
and then withdraws from the extremity"
One tendency in criticism of the novel has been to identify characters
as "doubles" of Jane or "parts" of Jane. "lf Rochester represents one
aspect of Tane's person ality," writes Moglen, "St. John represents the
other."a Gilbert and Gubar regard Bertha as Jane's "truesr and darkest
double".s Both suggestions are use{ul, but they risk transforming a
ErTre imagines a
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to the personifications.
For much of the novel Jane moves among her own avatars, but in
consequence she hersel( tends to disappear, reduced to that bare
unadorned "1" which keeps fleeing from its own image. Indeed, the
occasions when Jane looks in a mirror are revealing; she Ieels estranged
from her reflection. When she glances at the looking-glass in the
red-room, it returns a "strange little figure" which "had the effect of a
real spirit" (ch. z); and on the morning of the thwarted wedding, the
mirror gives back "a robed and veiled figure, so unlike my usual self
that it seemed almost the image of a stranger" (ch. z6). The n<-rvel
continually of(ers Jane versions o{ herseif, which sl-re continlrally
disowns. But this leads to a striking peculiarity: the remoteness oI that
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very "l" which dominates the novel, which appeare so often and so
prominently.
When Rochester appeals to fane to remain with him at Thornfield,
we read that "my very Conscience and Reason turned traitors against
me, and charged me with crime in resisting him. They spoke almost as
loud as Feeling: and that clamoured wildly" (ch. 2fl. If the conflict
were only a matter of conscience, reason and feeling, we would know
our way about, but there is another party - this "me," the self that

remains strangely distant from its own {aculties. Throughout the

novel, Jane refers to Memory, to Reason, to |udgment, to Feeling, and
then to one further entity, an "l" which is not to be identified with the
others, which, indeed, can stand in severe opposition to them. When
|ane first learns of Rochester's previous marriage, she wonders how to
respond: "But the answer my mind gave - 'Leave Thornfield at once'was so prompt, so dread, that I stopped my ears" (ch. z7). What a
telling formulation ! she stops her ears so as not to hear her mind, as
though her mind and she were different beings in different places.
Describing her early outburst against fohn Reed, Iane writes that,
"The (act is, I was a trifle beside mysel{; or rather or.rt of myself, as the
French would say" (ch. z). She is this way throughout. The "1" is
always beside or beyond itself, separated from the very things that it
comprises. When in the face of Rivers's insistent demands, Jane
temporarily relents and agrees to accompany him to India, she plans to
keep one thing in reserve: "l will give the missionary rny energies . .
but not myself" (.h. l+).
When we have accounted for all the reasonings, the imaginings, the
memories, and the energies, some essential quiddity remains, which
we know only as the first-person singular pronoun. The "1" represents
a vanishing point which can never be reduced to its various manifestatione. It dutifully records feelings, acknowledges duties, registers
impressions, bestows energies, but it remains always at a remove from
its own attributes. And this provokes the complexity of the novel's
characterizations. On the one hand, a central character suf{uses the
work, an inner world projected outwards. "Think of Rochester," wrote

Virginia Woolf,
and we have to think of Jane Eyre. Think of the moors, and again,
there is Jane Eyre. Think oi the drawing-room, even, those "white
carpets on which seemed laid brilliant garlands of flowers," that
"pale Parian mantelpiece" with its Bohemia glass of "ruby red"

and the "general blending of snow and fire"

-

what is all that

except Jane Eyre?6

And what is this but to say that the inside of the self stands somehow
outside the self, embodied in characters, personified in faculties,
elaborated in conceits? This accounts for the remarkable unity o( the
novel; )ane moves through a world that moves through her. On the
other hand, a residuum persists in the form of this "I" that detaches
itself from the embodiments, the facuities, the personifications, and the
conceits. One can feel with Woolf that Jane Eyre is everywhere in the
novel, and also feel that she is nowhere. Rochester, in a moment of
frustration, expresses the force of the ambiguity:
Consider that eye: consider the resolute, wild, free thing looking
out of it, defying me, with more than courage - with a stern
triumph. Whatever I do with its cage, I cannot get at it - the
savage, beautiful creature I If I tear, if I rend the slight prison, my
outrage will only let the captive loose. . . . Of yourself , you could
come with soft flight and nestle against my heart, if you would:
seized against your will you will elude the grasp like an essence you will vanish ere I inhale your fragrance. Oh! come, Jane,

comel (ch. z7)

"1" must not mislead us. It gives the illusion of a
substantial self, but as Rochester realizes here, Jane remains evanescent, immaterial, a fragrance, an essence, a soul that remains always
apart from its incarnations. Rochester can no more grasp her than the
succession o{ attributes can define her.
The issue returns us to the question of the narrator/ that latest o[
|anes, who insistently identifies herself with her earlier incarnations
but whose very act of writing makes her recede once more. The novel
concludes with a celebration of the marriage to Rochester. But the
loving fane, lost in rapt devotion to her husband, appears in no simple
harmony with the recording, reflecting, narrating jane who passes the
tale to us. When she tells us in these last pages that "l know no
weariness of my Edward's society," that, "We talk, I believe, all day
|ane's ubiquitous

long" (ch. 38), then we must wonder when

she has time ro

write. This

point would be merely flippant if the novel, like much of George Eliot
and Dickens, pretended to belong to a plane of experience distinct {rom
the events it chronicles. But )ane, as narrator, depends on no such
pretence. She locates the writing as part of her living present, ten years
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after her wedding, that same present which she inhabits with Rochester
as "bone of his bone, and flesh of his flesh" (ch.38). As a result, the
solitary monologue that is lane Eyre might stand almost as a rejoinder
to the claims of perfect mutuality. The reader, so frequently addressed,
becomes almost a rival to the husband. To the proud affirmation,
"Reader, I married him," it is possible to imagine a terrible confession,
"Rochester, I write for them. " This is not to hint at discord in so happy
a pair, or to suggest a submerged disaffection that drives ]ane to the
consolations o{ prose. I mean only to emphasize the elusiveness of this
self that keeps receding from its own manifestations, and to remind my
own reader that the Jane who narrates cannot be identified with the
Jane narrated.
Who, then, is Jane Eyre? Indeed, where is Jane Eyre? If she is
somehow distinct from her own reason, conscience, and feeling, if she
flees from characters who embody her own impulses, if her narrating
and narrated selves never quite converge - then her identity must
remain a lambent, impalpable thing. An exchange in Villette explicitly
addresses this problem of identity. Late in the novel Ginevra Fanshawe
realizes how little she knows of Lucy Snowe, and she suddenly asks,
"Who are yo:u, Miss Snowe?" When Lucy evades the question,
Ginevra perseveres, "But are you anybody?" "Yes," Lucy answers, "l
am a rising character: once an old lady's companion, then a nurserygoverness, llow a school-teacher." The response scarcely satisfies
Ginevra who insists, "Do- do tell me who you are?" (ch. z7). But Lucy
has been as precise as possible. A rising character - that may be the
most suitable description of Jane as well as Lucy. Their situations can
be named (companion, governess, teacher), but they exist always
outside the situations, as radically indeterminate beings, of whom we
can say with certainty only that these are characters who rise. Lucy, at
one point, amuses herself by considering the "contradictory attributes
of character" ascribed to her:

Madame Beck esteemed me learned and blue; Miss Fanshawe,
caustic, ironic, and cynical; Mr. Flome, a model teacher, the
essence of the sedate and discreet: somewhat conventional
perhaps, too strict, Iimited and scrupulous, but still the pink and
pattern of governess-correctness; whilst another person, Professor Paul Emanuel, to wit, never lost an opportunity of intimating his opinion that mine was rather a fiery and rash nature adventurous, indocile, and audacious. (ch. z6)

Jane, too, invites the most divergent assessments of character. Rivers
describes he'r as "docile, diligent, disinterested, faithful, constant, and

courageous; very gentle, and very heroic"

(.h.:+), while

Rochester

"resolute, wild, free thing" (ch. z7). All of these attitudes
apply to Jane, but they are too various to define her,
sees her as a

In what sense, then, can we regard the novel as a tsilclungsromanT lt
critical faith that fane changes, that her sensibility
matures/ and that her personality coheres - if only because she moves
from such mieery at the outset to such happiness at the novel's end. But
it is worth noting that the only definite change in Jane's personality
occurs early, when the tempestuous child painfully learns "more
harmonious thoughts" (ch. ro), From the time of her Lowood experience to the conclusion at Ferndean Manor, Jane's situation changes
rapidly and markedly * in quick succession she is governess, disappointed lianc6e, penniless wanderer, rural school-teacher, heiress,
wife, mother - but one cannot ossume that she owes her new positions
to a more coherent or integrated character. As late as the struggle with
Rivers, she acknowledges a deeply divided bearing:
has been an article of

I know no medium: I never in my life have known any medium in

my dealings with positive, hard characters, antagonistic to my
own, between absolute submission and determined revolt. I have
always faithfully observed the one, up to the very moment o[
bursting, sornetimes with volcanic vehemence, intcl the other.

(ch.r+)

In the final sequences with Itochester, she shows thc sarne coy
obstinacy, the same unabashed frankness, the same devotion to principle that she first brought to their relationship. In so far as we attempt
to abstract a self-contained and maturing personality that is Jane Eyre,
we find a disappointing lack of developmcnt.
"All is changed about me," fane tells Rochester, "l must change too"
(ch. z7). But Jane overstates the responsibilities that this fiction impories on her. All is changed about her- that is her change. The novel is
full of personal catastrophe - madness, maiming, suicide, death; nonc
of these befalls Jane, but in occurring to those "about" her, they work
to consolidate her once fragile position. Through the latter half of the
novel, she repeats a series of encounters that had once posed severe
threats and in each case she discovers that they threaten her no rnore.
She travels back to Gateshead Hall to find John Reed dead, Mrs Reed
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dying and Georgiana and Eliza locked in private obsessions. At the

If my companions went astray,

burrred-out ruins of Thornfield, she learns that Bertha has jumped to

He scarce their wanderings blamed;

If I but faltered in the way,

her death; at Ferndean she finds Rochester helpless and dependent; and
in the final paragraph she turns her attention back to St John whose
"glorious sun hastens to its setting. "
What we call Jane's Bildung is as much the deliquescence of those
around her. In this, Brontd stands close to Dickens; the growth of the

His anger fiercely flamed.T

When the student, Jane, falls ill, he temporarily relents, approaching
her with a "gentle stress." As soon as she recovers, the severity
returns, but it only rouses )ane to intellectual enthusiasm. The greater
his demands, the greater her efforts, and by the poem's end she has
won the school prize, a laurel-wreath. Here, then, is personal relationship submitted to the stricturesof Bildung, a bond whose premise

central character is partly a visual illusion. ]ane, like Pickwick, appcars
to grow strong, because those around her diminish or die. But another
factor is at play in lane Eyre.. Since characters in the novel often reflect
Jane's own possibilities, their decline points to her emancipation from
false alternatives. These characters, in giving extrerne embodiment to
tendencies in Jane, save her from the perils of their extremism; her
inclinations are tempered by the example of intemperate others. This
is Bildung by negative example. Jane learns how not to be. At the
novel's end we possess only a dim sense of what she will embrace but
an acute feeling for what she will avoid - I{elen's resigned selfabandonment, Bertha's passionate excess, Rochester's early lawlessness, and Rivers's moral sterility. In short, we can only mark the
contours of Jane's development by marking the diminishment o{
others.

is self-development not self-abandonment. The helpless swoonings of
Angria give way to the regimen o{ learning. Nevertheless, there
remains a submerged romantic assumption. Once the young pupil has
reached maturity/ and once the master can suspend his harshness, then
the purity o( the scholarly tie, its very disinterestedness, proves the
basis for a more than scholarly love. The rational tie has become
distinctly romanticized, and at the poem's conclusion a teacher's
severity metamorphoses into a lover's tenderness. As Jane receives her
prize the master

t{eld me fast and murmured low,
"Why will they part us,lane?
Were you not happy in my care?
Did I not faithful prove?
Will others to my darling bear
As true, as deep a love?"8

It is now possible to return to that earlier form of the problem: the
implied contention between a self -governing, self-directing individual
and a consuming rornantic attachment. The question that comes to
preoccupy Brontii is how to establish an harmonious balance between
these competing goods. Her earliest work had led only to an imbalance,
at least for women; the autonomous ego sacrificed to the demands of
Iove. An awful paradox presides in Angria: to remain outside romance
is not yet to live, and to enter romance is to begin to die. Consistently,
through her mature work, Brontii aims to overcome that paradox, and
to that end, she imagines a new form of the interpersonal tie- romance
recast in the mold of education.
As early as l.843, Brontii composed a slight but revealing poem called
"Master and Pupil" which she would later include in'the Professor,
and which establishes the dramatic configuration that will dominate
three of her four novcls: a talented female pupil and a stern master who
singles her out from her classmates, only to reward her with more
work, little praise and exacting demands.

l

:i
,l

The force of the master-pupil arrangement derives, no doubt, from its
simultaneous satisfaction o{ the two demands we have been considering, the demand for romance and the demand for autonomy.e Education exists to bring the pupil toward maturity; i[, at the same time, it
brings passionate love, then it seems to offer, in effect, a synthesis of
Bront6's competing goals, love and Bildung. Syntheses, however, are
not so easily achieved, not even so easily imagined, and masters and
pupils must endure vicissitudes of their own.
Shirley (r849) takes up the problem of. Bildmg from the other side;
instead of beginning with a premise of female weakness, it begins with
a premise of strength. The title character is wealthy, beautiful, strongminded, and strong-willed, free from the diffidence and self-doubt that
constrain |ane Eyre and Lucy Snowe. Shirley betrays no obvious
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the relationship points to its undoing. At the
end of the poem "Master and Pupil" the conflict appears in stark form:

this respect, the

success of

Low at my master's knee I bent,
The o{fered crown to meet,
Its green leaves through my temples sent

A thrill

as

wild

as sweet.

The strong pulse o{ Ambition struck

In every vein I owned;

At the

same instant, bleeding broke

A secret, inward wound.14

To sustain the master/pupil hierarchy is to frustrate the will to
maturity - to lay full claim to independence is to break the romantic
bond. Villette , faced with the severity o( this dilemma, suffers a final
narrative paralysis. Its conclusion must endure a convergence of
incompatibles: excellent love and perfect independence. Paul declares
his love for Lucy and immediately leaves for Guadaloupe in fulfillment
of a pledge. As a parting gift, he establishes her in a school of her own,
and promise$ to return to find her there. FIe stays away three years.
"Reader, they were the three happiest years o{ my li{e. Do you scout
the paradoxT" (ch.4z). Lucy, I do. The affirmation of love coincides

with the disappearance o{ the lover - "he gave me his pledge, and then
his farewell" (ch.4r) and when he is finally due to return, a violent
storm sweePs the Atlantic:
IIere pause: pause at once. Thereis enough said. Trouble no quiet,
kinc{ heart; leave sunny irnaginations hope. Let it be theirs to
conceive the delight of joy born again fresh out of great terror, the
rapture o{ rescue from peril, the wondrous reprieve from dread,
the fruition of return. Let them picture union and a happy
succeeding life. (ch. 4z)

it
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absent lover who, in order to sustain the poise, must remain always
absent and always a lover.
To put the problem in these terms is to describe the complex condition

of the Bront€an personality, but it is not yet to

accounr for the
it possible for
Brontii to picture the self as engaged with, but separate {rom, an other?
How can the novels express romance as both a presence ancl an absence?
How can the lovers be represented as at once distant and near? It shcruld
be clear from these formulations, if it was not earlier, why spatial
figures are so irnportant in Brontii's fiction, and it may now be possible
to resolve the question of representation by extricating Jane Eyre from
the spatial dilemma in which we left her - caught between antithetic
dangers, confinement and exposure, the one associated with locked
rooms, the other with dangerously open spaces. More than the
dichotomy of passion and reason, I argued, the elaborate system of
spatial relations captures the intricacies of Jane's fragile position
between urgent inner needs and looming external threats. But now we
need to ask whether these spatial images express only Jane's instabihties or whether they allow for the expression of emotional harmony.
ln the opening sentence of the novel we learn that, "There was no
possibility o{ taking a walk that day," and that }ane "was glad of it: I
never liked long walks." But insidc the house Mrs Reed banishes her
from the drawing-room where the Reed family gathers around the
fireside. Jane retreats into the breakfast-room, takes up a book, climbs
into the window-seat, and draws the curtain, "shrined," as she puts it,
"in double retirement" " The phrase must give us pause, suggesting, as
it does, the attractions of enclosure. fane doubly secludes herself,
behind walls and behind a curtain within those walls, but she regards
this situation as a welcome refuge. Well out of the Reeds' sight, she

imaginative representation of that condition. How is

allows herself the imaginative flights stirred by Bewick's History
ot' British Birds. How can we explain this apparent violation of

Notoriously, Lucy leaves Paul [,manuel's fate unresolved. "Drowning
and matrimony," wrote Brontii, "are the fearful alternatives,"ls

pattern ?
We need merely to notice one further element of this opening scene.

fearful because to embrace either is to unsettle the precarious balance.
Having brought Lucy to mature individuality, Brontd is unwilling to
risk its disintegration, either through a potentially suffocating love or a
new and possibly debilitating isolation. Brontti poises Lucy on the
verge of sel{-su{ficiency and the verge of romance, supported by the

window as "protecting, but not separating me from the drear November day," and periodically, she looks up from her book to study "the
aspect oI that winter afternoon. "The window allows a vista to stretch

As she sits in the window-seat, "{olds of scarlet drapery" hang to
Jane's right, but to her left are "clear panes of glass. " |ane describes the
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and an acute sense of what Rochester will call the "Lowood
Constraint. " At this unsteady moment:

before her, and the open expanse forestalls the threat of confinement.
Far {rom a danger the "double retirement" of the window-seat represents a moment of spatial, as well as emotional, equilibrium: |ane
secluded but not confined, separated from those who threaten her and
yet positioned to look into open space. The equilibrium is not sustained. Iohn Reed searches for Jane while she

I went to my window, opened it, and looked out. There were the
two wings of the building; there was the garden; there were the
skirts of Lowood; there was the hilly horizon. My eye passed all
other objects to rest on those most remote, the blue peaks: it was
those I longed to surmount; all within their boundary o[ rock and
heath seemed prison-ground, exile lirnits. I traced the white road
winding round the base o{ one mountain, and vanishing in a gorge
between two: how I longed to follow it further! (ch. ro)

wished fervently he might not discover my hiding-place; nor
would John Reed have found it out himself; he was not quick
either of vision or conception; but Eliza just put her head in at the
door, and said at once: "She is in the window-seat, to be sure, fack. "
And I came out immediately; for I trembled at the idea of being
dragged forth by the said |ack. (ch. r)

Lucy Snowe speaks of the "enchantment of distance," and Bront6's
heroines consistently find themselves drawn to these long views when
the threatening interiors of buildings lie behind them, and when they
can glance beyond the narrow limits of their lives. "My eyes and
spirit," says fane, "seemed drawn (rom the gloomy house - from the
gray hollow filled with rayless cells, as it appeared to me - to that sky
expanded before me" (ch. rz). "ln summer," writes Lucy Snowe,

Then, as though sensing the power of space, he brusquely orders |ane

to "Go and stand by the door, out of the way of the mirror and the
windows. " The inaccessibility o( windows always signals a threatening
situation.16 In the red-room the windows have "their blinds always
drawn down" and Bertha's cabinet, we recall, is "without a window. "

it was never quite dark, and then I went up stairs to my own
quarter of the long dormitory, opened my own casement (that
chamber was lit by five casements large as great doors), and
leaning out, looked forth upon the city beyond the garden, and
listened to band-music from the park or the palace-square, thinking meantime my own thoughts, living my own li{e in my own

A window-seat, on the contrary, remains a haven. At Thornfield, when
Rochester insists that Jane rneet his guests in the drawing-room, she
"retired to a window-seat, and, taking a book {rom a table near,
endeavoured to read." "l sit in the shade," Jane continues, "if any
shade there be in this brilliantly-lit apartment; the window-curtain
half hides me" (ch. r7). The window-seat becomes her "usual nook,"
its integrity only violated in a comic encounter with Blanche Ingram
who, eager to catch sight of Rochester,

still, shadow-world. (ch. r3)
Dorothy Van Ghent has assessed the importance of the window in
Wuthering Heights, pointing to those important scenes in the novel
(Lockwood's dream and Heathcliff 's return to the Heights) where the
window serves as a boundary between two realms, "the medium,

approached her tall person and ample garments so near the
window, that I was obliged to bend back almost to the breaking of
my spine: in her eagerness she did not observe me at first, but
when she did, she curled her lip and moved to another casement.

treacherously transparent, separating the'inside' from the'outside,'
the 'human' from the alien and terrible 'other. "' The window, she goes
on, is the "separation between the daemonic depths of the soul and the
limited and limiting lucidities of consciousness, a separation between
the soul's 'otherness' and its humanness."17 ln Jane Eyre, however,
where the window becomes just as significant au image, it does not
separate the human interior from a daemonic exterior. On the contrary, the inner and contained, as I have shown, becomes the place of
greatest affective intensity - in Jane Eyre what is behind doors, not

(ch. r8)

With striking frequency in the novel, fane assumes positions that
allow her to gaze into the distance - most often at a window, but also on
a roof-top, or from the summit o( a hill. Such moments permit an
escape from painful exigencies, and they grant her an enlarged sense o(
life's possibilities. When Miss Temple departs from Lowood, Jane's
painfully gained tranquility departs with her. "Old emotions" return,

i
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outside windows, is most highly charged. |ane moves toward the
window to escape threats of the interior, but the world beyond the
window, one must recall, offers no consolation, only new threats.
Acc<lrdingly, while fane often draws near the window, she never
moves throug,h it like Cathy and Heathcli(f . Jane wants no release o(
daemonic energy; she has seen demons enough. At the window she is
at a relatively safe remove from the awful center of the house and at the
same time protected from the ravages beyond.
We have taken confinement and exposure as dreaded alternatives for
Jane, the spatial figures which dramatize her crises, but now we can
recognize another possibility, a third figure: namely, the prospect. And
within the set of spatial configurations that inform the novel, that give
Iarger structure to its emotional nuances, the prospect represents a
saving alternative. Against the threat of a confined space, it offers the
liberation of an open view. The situation at Lowood epitomizes the
difficulty - "The garden was a wide enclosure, surrounded with walls
so hlgh as to exclude every glirnpse of prospect" (.h. S) - just as Jane's
dream before leaving Rochester epitomizes the solution. She imagines
that she lies again in the red-room at Gateshead Hall and that she sees
again the flickering Iight that had once terrified her. But this time the
light does not provoke terror, and the red-room does not close around
her br,rt opens onto a vision:

I lifted up my head to look: the roof resolved to clouds, high and
dim; the gleam was such as the moon imparts to vapours, she is
about to sever. I watched her come - watched with the strangest
anticipation; as though sorne word of doom were to be written on
her disk. She broke forth as never moon yet burst from cloud: a
hand first penetrated the sable folds and waved them away; then,
not a moon, but a white human form shone in the azure, inclining
a glorious brow earthward. It gazed and gazed on me. It spoke to
my spirit: immeasurably distant was the tone, yet so near, it
whispered in my heart "My daughter, flee temptation!"
"Mother, I will." (ch. z7)

Moving through space is less important for lane than witnessing an
expanse. Sight is the decisive modality in the novel. It provides a sense
of freedom; opens possibilities; confirms faith: "What I believed in I
wished to behold. " The danger, of course, is that, as she beholds, others
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may behold her. As we have seen, much of her fear in personal
relations resolves to the dread of scrutiny. If Jane finds herself
dangerously vulnerable when thus exposed, the "prospective" attitude
places her at a safe remove, letting her play witness to a scene which
does not include her. The prospect, then, serves not only as a rejoinder
to imprisonment. At the same time - this accounts for its prominence
and its force - it answers the threat of exposure. It inverts an oppressive
relation; it allows Jane, as she hersel{ puts it, to "see without being

seen" (ch. r7).
That opening tableau at Gateshead Hall announces the moti{: Jane
behind the curtain at the window-seat, hidden in "double retirement,"
with the clear glass "protecting, but not separating" her from the
landscape. When John Reed intrudes, he undoes the fragile balance.
But the rest of the novel might be regarded as an attempt to regain that
stability, If this involved space alone, it would be an amiable idiosyncracy, but, as I have contended throughout, Bront€ articulates space in

order to articulate the personality, and the figure of the prospect
becomes a figure of the balanced self : secure (but not confined), open

(but not exposed). It is not hard to see why this should be such a
power{ul image for Bront6. It presents the self as unassailable, placed at
a secure remove hom any threats and at the same time positioned to
contemplate life's abundance. Distance is a mark of one's safety and a
measure of the grandeur of one's opportunities. In Brontii's mature
work a characteristic picture of the harmonious personality is a still
point looking upon a wide universe.
Indeed, Jane's much-discussed religious awakening takes the form of
this complex spatial figure. On the one hand, as we have seen, her soul
is presented as located at the vanishing point of the self, the elusive
essence that "looks out" from its bodily frame. On the other hand, her
religious growth depends on removing obstacles in her visual field; one
recalls the spiritual crisis when Jane feels that Rochester stands
between her and God. When she has her most deeply felt spiritual
recognition, it presents itself not as inner grace but as a view of distant
spaces in the "unclouded night-sky:" "Looking up, I, with teardimmed eyes, saw the mighty milky-way. Rememberingwhat it was what countless systems there swept space like a soft trace of light - I
felt the might and strength of God" (ch. z8). The invisible soul
gazes into the immeasurable expanse o{.the sky and finds God in the
prospect.
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EROS AND PSYCHE

ln Jane Eyre the final return to Rochester completes the motif in
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compelling way:

Mr. Rochester continued blind the first two years of our union:
perhaps it was that circumstance that drew us so very near - that
knit us so very close ! for I was then his vision, as I am still his right
hand. Literally, I was (what he often called me) the apple of his
eye. He saw nature - he saw books through me; and never did I
weary of gazing for his behalf, and of putting into words the effect
of field, tree, town, river, cloud, sunbeam - of the landscape before
us; of the weather round us - and impressing by sound on his ear
what light could no longer stamp on his eye. (ch. 38)
Much has been made of Rochester's bodily weakness in the final scenes,

his laming and the mutilation of his left arm. It has been frequently
(and plausibly) taken as a symbolic chastening, or in Richard Chase's
terms, a domesticating of mythic power.18 But given the novel's
elaborate spatial design, a particular significance must attach to
Rochester's blindness. In the midst of their nearness, it preserves a
saving distance and lets Rochester be at once close and far - that
stringent requirement of romantic Iove in Brontii. Moreover, the
blindness relieves Jane from the threat of scrutiny; she can emerge
from the window-seat. Vision, the central currency in the novel,
belongs finally to Jane, who at the last is as much " eye" as "I. " She has

virtually sightless Rochester beside her and open vistas before her.
No longer confined, no longer exposed, the secure self can contemplate
the possibilities spread before it. Jane is protected, but not separated,
from Rochester. She sees without being fully seen. Here is the
powerful, though ambiguous, arrangement toward which the whole
work tends: a sa{e point of vantage looking onto a broad e*pans".
The provoking conclusion to Villette might be understood in terms
of this spatial motif. Paul's withdrawal seems a crushing blow, but it
has the virtue o{ enlarging Lucy's view. Firmly established in her
school, she now has vast oceans to arouse her gazing imagination. At
such a distance she can avoid the risks of a suffocating love, which
a

always loom in Bront6's work, while not avoiding love, which has
become a reassuring object in her broadening vista. [{ere are the
emotional attractions of the prospect, the security of immediate
surroundings and the exhilaration o( an extensive view.
To regard it as a poise must not be to disguise the tensions which
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persist. Any prospect depends on a certain paradox: what is present
(i.e. seen) is at the same time absent (i.e. distant from the viewer). And
this visual paradox, "immeasurably distant . . yet so near," conforms
to an emotional dilemma: absence in presence, presence in absence,
describes the romantic tie. "No woman was ever nearer to her mate
than I am," writes Jane; she is "bone of his bone, flesh of his flesh," and
yet he cannot see her. Lucy Snowe writes, "l thought I loved him when
he went away; I love him now in another degree; he is more my own"
(ch. 4z). More her own, one cannot help but feel, because she is less his
own - more dear because most distant.
Is it now clear what it means to call space an imaginative condition of
Brontii's fiction? The self, its relations, its dreads, its possibilities exist
for Bronti! as so many spatial configurations. Hope is not a disembodied
emotion, but a wide expanse seen from a protected summit, Terror is
not an abstract sentiment but a barrier that encloses or that too
suddenly drops away. Such central issues as desire and judgment, or
romance and Bildung, receive their most compelling expression in
images o{ distance and proximity, low and high regions, sight and
sightlessness, compartments and thresholds, doors and windows - and,
most Senerally, in terms of confinement, exposure, and prospect.
These images do not merely adorn the presentation of a complex
personality; they provide the form that lets complexity appear. In
BrontE the self has emotions, faculties, and dispositions only because it
also has a geography.
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